Scratching the surface? The use of surface scanning in physical and paleoanthropology
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Summary - As virtual anthropology is becoming more and more ubiquitous, so are the means to acquire, process and analyze 3D data. Among these means, surface scanners have gained a prominent place for a variety of reasons that make them useful to anthropologists. While surface scanning has several advantages over other 3D devices (digitizers, volume scanners etc.), it does come with one obvious drawback – internal structures remain invisible. Still, surface scanning is emerging as a convenient tool for anthropometric and especially paleoanthropological research. It extends our ability to quantify phenotypic variation, its non-destructive nature contributes to specimen conservation, and it can become an integral part of virtual anthropology, thus doing more than just "scratching the surface".
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Introduction

The last 25 years have witnessed an increased use of three-dimensional image capture and analysis in many areas of anthropological research. During these two and a half decades, coordinate digitizers and medical/industrial CT scanners have become the most widespread instruments for capturing 3D information. More recently, surface scanning technologies based on non-ionizing radiation (e.g. visible light) have been added to the anthropologist’s toolbox. Today’s surface scanning is largely a development from analog 3D photogrammetry, of which anthropological applications can be found sporadically over the course of the last fifty years (Savara, 1965; Teaford, 1982; Ashizawa et al., 1985; Coblenz et al., 1991). In general, such applications have remained relatively rare until the 90s, when digital imaging and signal processing became available and computing power more affordable. Medical applications and anthropometric surveys on living subjects were the first domains to benefit from 3D scanning (Vannier et al., 1993; Vannier & Robinette, 1995; Bush & Antonyshyn 1996; Linney et al., 1997; Robinette et al., 1999), before paleontologists and (paleo)anthropologists discovered its potential (Jones & Rioux, 1997; Rioux, 1997; Aiello et al., 1998; Lyons et al., 2000). Thus, while analog photogrammetry has a rather long history in anthropology, and neighboring fields have begun using digital variants early on, 3D scanning is a relatively recent tool for the study of human evolution and variability.

Tocheri (2009) offers a practical introduction to surface scanning and gives an example of how to extract quantitative data relevant to functional morphology. The present paper provides an overview of current applications in (paleo)anthropology and engages in a more detailed discussion of some important technical aspects, with the intent to help future users assess the potential of surface scanning for their specific research goals.

Surface scanning: how it works, and what is relevant to the user

Surface scanning refers to optical systems that measure objects through visible light (i.e.
non-ionizing radiation) and generate dense 3D polygonal meshes. The resulting data are restricted to the outer shell of an object, which distinguishes surface scanning from volume scanning (CT, synchrotron, MRI, Terahertz, infrared). Surface and volume data can be used for morphometric analysis, archiving, visualization, rapid prototyping, and other purposes. While technical details of available scanners are subject to constant technological progress and market evolution, and therefore of limited life expectancy, some general aspects are likely to remain valid for the anthropological end-user and the successful application to a given question.

Current scanner models can differ significantly by light source, field of view, resolution, and measurement principle, but they all have in common the use of visible light as opposed to x-rays or synchrotron radiation for the 3D reconstruction. Volume and surface scanning are both non-contact methods, and therefore respond to increasing requirements in conservation, cultural heritage or repatriation programs. The absence of ionizing radiation makes surface scanning also a non-destructive/non-invasive measurement tool (see below).

3D imaging systems can use passive image capture (photogrammetry) or active light projection. Digital photogrammetric systems continue to be used, e.g. for medical applications (Lane & Harrel, 2008; Maal et al., 2010; Wei et al., 2011), but systems that actively project one or multiple light sources (typically laser or white light) have become more and more common. A major distinction is made with respect to the underlying principle of computing xyz coordinates, the most common being time-of-flight and triangulation.

**Time-of-flight (TOF)**

Scanners of this type measure the time required by a light source to be reflected back to the point of origin. A light source (typically laser) is projected onto the object/area of interest, and its reflection is captured by a detector. Such a system functions as a range finder, or electronic distance measurement for single points. By changing the position of the light source (e.g. through mirrors) the number of measured points is multiplied (tens of thousands per second), thus allowing for a large area to be captured in a relatively short time. Because the underlying measurement principle depends on the ability to accurately measure the time/distance travelled by light (approximately 3.3*10^-9 seconds for 1m), such long-range scanners are often used for large to very large areas of interest, for instance in archaeology (González-Aguilera et al., 2009).

**Triangulation**

Medium-sized to small areas of interests, such as a primate skull, are more accurately measured by triangulation-based scanners. Triangulation-based scanner systems emit light and capture its reflection by one or more cameras. A software algorithm triangulates the xyz- coordinates of the light reflection on the basis of the known distance and angle between light source and detector(s) (Fig. 1). A triangulation-based scanner emits a light line, rather than a point. Repositioning of either the scanner or the object allows for a more or less complete capture of the visible geometry.

![Fig. 1 - Close-range scanners operate according to the triangulation principle, where the position of emitter, detector and object are defined by known angles α and β, and their distance (triangulation base). The triangulation principle causes parts of the object to remain “invisible” for the scanner. In the case of a human skull (seen from above), the apex of the orbits are often missed.](image-url)
Laser vs. structured light

Triangulation-based scanners typically operate with laser or structured light (Fig. 2). The former somewhat restricts its usability in anthropometry: laser light is classified on the basis of its wavelength and energy, and its use on human subjects is regulated by the IEC 60825-1 standard (IEC, 2001). Only class 1 and 2 laser light sources are considered eye-safe and thus suitable for living subjects without any restriction. The higher the maximum permitted exposure (i.e. the higher the class) the higher the risk of eye and skin damage. Industrial applications constitute an important segment of the surface scan market, which explains the relative abundance of class 2 or higher lasers. Laser scanners generally operate better in an environment where other light sources, especially daylight, cannot be controlled. Their optical resolution and accuracy depend, among other factors, on the diffraction and wavelength of the laser, especially when phase shift is used (Fangi et al., 2001; Beraldin, 2004).

White light causes no known harm for soft or hard tissue, its use with human subjects is therefore unrestricted. On the other hand, it does require a stricter control of environmental light, because surface scanners will tend to capture the entire visible light spectrum, including unwanted sources.

Most commonly, structured light scanners use fringe (Moiré) projection and/or phase shift technology. Moiré patterns are a series of non-random linear projections onto the surface of the object. Multiple captures of the same pattern, slightly shifted, improve the measurement accuracy, but increase acquisition times (Bathow et al., 2010).

White light scanners are sometimes considered to operate slightly faster than laser scanners (Lane & Harrel, 2008), but this claim is difficult to assess in reality, given that several parameters, such as area of interest and optical resolution, affect the overall acquisition time.

Both laser and white light scanners are routinely and without restriction used on skeletal material and even cartilage (Gu et al., 2008), but are of limited use for dark objects or translucent/reflective structures such as tooth enamel (Slizewski et al., 2010). Several manufacturers now offer systems that use blue light, as the shorter wavelength tends to not only overcome these limitations but also increase the resolution (e.g. Breuckmann, David-laserscanner, GOM, Steinbichler).

Surface scanning: step by step

The simplified processes involved in surface scanning can be summarized as follows:
1) Acquisition (involving triangulation of multiple images)
2) Aligning and merging of acquired images
3) Fusion
4) Noise reduction filtering
5) Gap-filling

Steps 2 and 3 can be loosely seen as processing of scan images, while steps 4 and 5 fall under
post-processing of the final model. Noise reduction can be performed repeatedly and at various stages of the scanning process, and it may be implemented without operator control. Gap-filling is optional and typically more efficient if performed as last step. It requires detailed knowledge of the scanned object. Depending on the manufacturer, processing and post-processing steps can require operator interaction or can be automated, and thus greatly affect duration of the entire process. Compared to CT-scanning, where acquisition times are very short and post-processing (segmentation) relatively time-consuming, acquisition with a surface scanner tends to be longer, post-processing shorter.

Regardless of the light source and computational principle, a single acquisition of any surface scanner is ultimately a very dense 3D point cloud representing the geometry “as seen” in the current field of view. Because surface scanners are more akin to photography, and because a point in space can only be measured if it is “seen” simultaneously by the emitter and the detector, any surface scanner yields, by design, incomplete data. Undercuts and shadowed areas (self-occlusions), as well as areas that exceed the current field of view must be acquired by subsequent views and fitted to previous ones. However, very deep/narrow structures may remain “invisible” if they are beyond the triangulation angle. In a primate skull, this is often the case for the inside of the nasal aperture, or the apex of the orbit (Fig. 1, additional online material).

This raises the issue of efficient use of surface scanning, especially when compared to volume scanners. More acquisitions generate more surface data, but also increase acquisition and post-processing times, especially in the absence of automation (e.g. a rotary table). The non-linear relation between the number of acquisitions and non-redundant data quantity follows a curve known in economics as the law of diminishing returns (Turgot, 1767; Cannan, 1892): the relative gain in captured geometry becomes smaller and smaller as views are added (Fig. 3). The crux of the problem can be somewhat alleviated, but not fundamentally altered, by reorienting the specimen, or by multiplying the number of cameras (simultaneous acquisitions). Multiple cameras can be found in some models, for instance in scanners that are specifically designed to measure living subjects (faces and whole bodies, e.g. Breuckmann, Cyberware). In these applications inadvertent movement between acquisitions is of additional concern, and very fast acquisition times are required. Multiple cameras may come at the expense of portability and, thus, are less likely to benefit those paleoanthropological applications that require multiple scanning locations (e.g. museums). In practice, when scanning large numbers of objects with similar geometry, it may be useful to determine the optimal ratio between the number of acquisitions and the resulting object coverage (Fig. 3), and balance it in relation to scientific goals. The best strategy
will also depend on the degree of automation: a fully programmable rotating/tilting table will provide greatest latitude for a variety of objects. In the absence of such a device, or when only constant rotation angles can be programmed, a more intuitive approach (Tocheri, 2009) may be more efficient. Under such circumstances, experience in using a surface scanner will influence efficiency and data quality.

Depending on manufacturer/model and associated software features, fitting two or more views (“aligning”, “matching”, “registering” according to some manufacturers’ terminology) is either done automatically, or by manually selecting at least three corresponding points. Automatic matching is typically achieved through the use of a tracking system (e.g. Handyscan, Polhemus,) or the above mentioned rotary platform, which is controlled by the scan software and moves the object by defined angles. Other automated solutions require the use of reference points inside the measurement volume, sometimes attached to the object itself, which is often incompatible with conservational needs in paleoanthropology. The final match of two or more views (fusion) involves some variant of the iterative closest point algorithm (Besl & McKay, 1992; Rusinkiewicz & Levoy, 2001), which uses the overlapping geometry between two views to align the point clouds.

In sum, the typical surface scanning process consists of oversampling the object of interest through multiple views, matching the views, eliminating redundant points and then fusing all views into a single point cloud object. This point cloud can then be converted into a polygonal mesh (a triangulated point cloud) and rendered as a visible/measurable surface. Because raw data include redundant points as well as variable amounts of noise, some degree of post-processing is required. Some post-processing steps are controlled by the scanner software, and, depending on manufacturer/software capabilities, some can be controlled by the operator. Some manufacturers provide proprietary software solutions, while others opt for third-party packages, in which case much of the post-processing between scanners by two different manufacturers becomes somewhat comparable. The most common commercial software solutions are Geomagic Studio®, Polyworks®, and Rapidform®. Meshlab is freeware and offers many tools for (post-) processing surface scans.

Regardless of what post-processing software is used, the triangulation of the initial xyz coordinates, which is essential to accuracy and precision, is specific to each manufacturer.

Among the most common user-controllable post-processing steps are decimation, smoothing, and gap-filling. Depending on the ultimate purpose of the 3D models, these steps are not strictly necessary but will improve data management and analysis.

Decimation is a process by which the total number of polygons in a mesh is reduced while the original geometry is preserved as much as possible. The major benefit of decimating a mesh is a significant reduction in file size, thus speeding up all subsequent processing and easing archive management. Decimation is lossy by design, i.e. actual data points are removed permanently from the file. The question then is the same as in other areas of data compression (audio, video): at what level does the difference become noticeable? The answer depends, as does the outcome of decimation, on the native resolution, the algorithm and number of iterations used, and most pertinently on what one intends to do with the data: if the purpose is a virtual gallery accessible on the web, then very high decimation/low detail is probably desired or unavoidable. If the purpose is to identify/measure features in the submillimeter range, such as dental wear facets or certain craniofacial sutures, then even small amounts of decimation may be detrimental. Decimation should be tested for a given dataset and purpose. For instance, in the case of human crania, scanned at 0.26 mm resolution, decimation rates of 25-50% are virtually without effect for landmark extraction. Using the same setup and object, loss of detail can be seen when point clouds are reduced to 10% of their original size (Fig. 4).

There are many applicable clean/repair filters for polygonal meshes. Smoothing is one of them,
and it is sometimes part of the automatic post-processing routine, for it results in an apparently cleaner surface and can remove scanner noise. Surface scan data are considered noisy, in the sense that the triangulation algorithm will connect points to triangles in a way that can result in uneven edges, intersecting faces, reversed orientations, holes, and other artifacts. A smoothing filter will reduce some of this noise by moving vertices based on the position of neighboring points, thus recreating meshes with more even edges (Freitag & Ollivier-Gooch, 1997; Amenta et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2003). One possible risk, at least with earlier smoothing filters, is the reduction or loss of real edges (features) and absolute volume. Some smoothing algorithms (e.g. Laplacian) will preserve the connectivity (triangulation), but all alter the shape, which may be considered undesirable in most anthropological applications. In the case of CT-scan data, however, some smoothing is necessary to eliminate the stair-stepping effect (see Olejniczak et al., 2010).

Most post-processing steps, especially when combined, will have an impact on mesh quality and accuracy, some beneficial, some detrimental. The more control the software offers, the smaller the risk becomes. A sound strategy is to keep a copy of the unprocessed mesh for reference and to compare it to the processed mesh after each step before defining a standard operating procedure.

**Performance of surface scanners**

A critical step in deciding which scanning device to pick for which purpose can be filed under ‘performance evaluation’. Such evaluations are often part of a certification process according to industry standards (Luhmann & Wendt, 2000; Rautenberg, 2000), which is beyond the scope of this paper. From the anthropologist’s perspective, evaluating the performance of a 3D scanner should take into account the specifics of anthropological objects and the use that will be made of the 3D data. The list of parameters that are most relevant for the end-user should include measurement volume, resolution, accuracy/precision, portability, acquisition speed, and cost.

All of these parameters are more or less closely interrelated, though cost is probably more independent and therefore more variable than others.

Measurement volume, or field of view (FOV), determines the size of the object that can be acquired in a single pass. It is defined by the
dimensions of the field of view of the camera(s). Objects that are larger than this field of view can still be scanned by moving the scanner or the object and rescanning, but this may lead to a significant multiplication of acquisitions, and therefore to decreased efficiency.

There is no standard set of FOV among scan manufacturers, but image diagonals of 100-300 mm are common, and quite suitable for most primate skeletal elements. Several models can be equipped with a FOV below 100 mm, which is suitable for teeth, while whole-body scanners have diagonals up to 2500 mm. Several models come with interchangeable lenses, thus offering a range of FOV (e.g., Breuckmann, GOM, Minolta).

The resolution of a surface scanner is usually a function of pixel size of the camera, a charge-coupled device (CCD), i.e. the number of pixels per millimeter of the field of view. Thus, the dimensions of the FOV and the resolution are intimately related: the smaller the FOV the higher the resolution for a given CCD. The typical pixel size ranges for medium to small objects vary between 500 and 20 microns, though better and worse exist. For most anthropometric applications, these resolutions are probably sufficient.

A first critical step is to determine the FOV size required for the objects one intends to scan. The next step is to decide whether the resolution that the scanner yields for this FOV is sufficient for the measurements/features that are sought. One should bear in mind though, that the pixel size only determines the theoretical resolution of a system, which in practice is rarely obtained. The reason for this is that in the case of an optical scanner, the parameters accuracy and precision will add error to the data, thus effectively increasing the size of distinguishable features.

Accuracy and precision of optical measurement systems are less obvious performance parameters, and a lack of internationally recognized standards has contributed to some uncertainty in this area. In metrology, accuracy is defined as the closeness between a measured and a known quantity, while precision describes the closeness between repeated measurements (JCGM, 2008). Thus, accuracy refers to the deviation between measurement and true value, whereas precision measures the consistency, or repeatability, of the generated measurements regardless of their accuracy. Accuracy is often expressed by the mean difference between a known and measured quantity, while precision is measured by the standard deviation or other measures, such as variance or coefficient of variation (but see Kohn & Cheverud, 1992). Repeatability can also be used to measure the difference between two devices. Manufacturers variably use resolution, accuracy and/or precision to characterize their systems, without always making clear how these were defined or assessed. Overall accuracy and precision of surface scanners depend on a number of components, including the pixel size, lens quality, support structure (tripod, articulated arm, a coordinate-measuring machine etc.), triangulation and matching algorithm. Their assessment usually targets the end result of the entire system (Rautenberg, 2000). Several difficulties with applying existing standards for optical systems to surface scanners have been identified (Bathow et al., 2010): scanners differ vastly in volume and resolution, they measure more than one point simultaneously, can be moved between acquisitions, and the number of acquisitions and the lenses used are the operator’s choice. One existing standard that provides specific protocols for assessing acceptance and verification for optical 3D scanners is the VDI/VDE 2634/3 (VDI, 2008), but it is not internationally recognized. Tests under this standard involve the ability to correctly determine the radius of a sphere, the distance between two spheres, and the flatness error of a certified plane. To make different measurement volumes comparable (from teeth to whole bodies) and performance certifiable, the errors are evaluated as a percentage of the FOV. Spec sheets provided by manufacturers, however, often give performance measures in absolute values, which are also more intuitive for end-users. Regardless of what performance values are considered, chances are, they have been obtained on calibrated/certified, machined objects that are uniform and without texture. As a consequence, different scanner specs are not easy to compare, and may not say much about a scanner’s ability to
operate well with organic samples. The seriously interested buyer will be best off testing different models on his/her material before making a final decision.

A number of papers have investigated the suitability of a specific scanner for specific anthropometric tasks, and these studies provide some valuable insight. Since accuracy can only be evaluated through the use of a calibrated object (of certified/known dimensions), a biological organism is unsuitable for such studies. Studies referring to ‘accuracy’ of body measurements consider caliper measurements as the gold-standard and test how closely they are matched by 3D measurements. This is more akin to testing precision/repeatability, which should not be confused with accuracy. Repeatability/precision studies are particularly useful for landmark-based linear measurements (‘classic anthropometry’). As any user will realize immediately, locating landmarks on a real object and on a computer screen can be two different things, especially when these points are located on soft tissue. Precision studies on hard tissue therefore tend to yield results that differ from studies involving living subjects, where actual contact (and possibly movement) changes the position of the point through compression.

Aldridge et al. (2005) observe high degrees of precision and repeatability in facial dimensions taken from a 3D photogrammetry system, but do not compare their data to caliper measurements. Conversely, Weinberg et al. (2006) report significant differences in precision between three measurement techniques (calipers and two 3D systems). They also note significant differences in 9 out of 12 linear dimensions. However, all reported differences are below 1 mm. Kovacs et al. (2006b) report an average difference of 1.3 mm and a standard deviation of 5.7 mm for digitally versus manually taken facial measurements. This would indicate, according to the authors’ terminology, ‘fair’ consistency between manual and 3D measurements, but poor precision within 3D. A similarly designed study using a dummy head (Kovacs et al., 2006a) unfortunately does not provide mean or standard deviation, leaving the question of soft tissue as source of such poor precision unanswered.

Ghoddousi et al. (2007) compared manual, 3D photogrammetry (as well as 2D photogrammetry, not considered here) facial measurements and report a mean difference of 0.23 mm (14 dimensions on 6 subjects), which would suggest high consistency between calipers and 3D data. The question whether error within each technique is similar, was not addressed. Comparable differences have been reported by Fourie et al. (2011), for CT, surface scan and 3D photogrammetry of cadaver heads (7 individuals, 15 landmarks). The small sample sizes in both these studies may account in part for such small differences. At least one study (Enciso et al., 2004) has yielded significant differences in head dimensions between 3D images and coordinate digitizers, while Gornick (2011) reports high “accuracy” between the two, which suggests that they are highly precise.

Still within the realm of the living, the picture for large-scale dimensions (whole-body anthropometry) is much bleaker, though not necessarily less ambiguous: several studies (Lu & Wang, 2010; Kouchi & Mochimaru, 2008, 2011) on whole body data demonstrate significant differences between calipers and 3D measurement techniques, as well as different degrees of error within each technique. They are not conclusive as to what causes these differences, though it seems likely that soft tissue (compressible landmarks) is a major source of error, as suggested by Ma et al. (2009).

More relevant to paleoanthropology, Sholts et al. (2010a) compare surface scan-derived and microscribed cranial landmark precision and conclude that the former exhibit slightly lower precision for type 1 landmarks (sensu Bookstein, 1991), but slightly higher precision for type 3 landmarks. Based on their results, the precision of surface scan data of human skulls is around 1 mm, thus matching the standard permissible error in craniometrics (Bräuer & Knußmann, 1988). Inter-observer error was also investigated and found to vary by device, but not by experience.

Finally, Guidi et al. (2007) compare precision of three different scanners, two of which are common among paleoanthropologists (Nextengine®
and Minolta Vivid 910®). While their conclusion seems to encourage potential users to pick the more affordable device and is borne out by the reported standard deviations of around 0.05 mm, they do point out noticeable differences in the mesh quality of the three models. Similar mesh degradations were observed by Slizewski et al. (2010) and by the present author (Fig. 5). The key question is whether the resulting meshes are good enough for the purpose at hand, which must be addressed for each case. As previously stressed, no surface scanner generates meshes that are perfectly suitable for all purposes. The tests performed by Slizewski et al. (2010) suggest that at least the tested high-end surface scanners can yield extremely precise surfaces even for very small objects (teeth and foot bones).

Klaas et al. (2011) address the impact of different alignment algorithms (photogrammetry, adhesive targets, best-fit alignment) on the quality of the resulting surface model and conclude that a photogrammetric alignment yields best

Fig. 5 - Differences in mesh quality generated by different scanners: left asterion-region of the same skull scanned with a Breuckmann smartscan (a) and a Nextengine (c). Frontotemporal region by Breuckmann (b) and a Nextengine (d). Note the surface noise in c (center-left below the lambdoid suture) and the filled hole in b (arrow).
Intra- and inter-observer error in surface scan data has been investigated by Sholts et al. (2010b) and found to be negligible: intra-observer error was less than 0.3% for surface area and volume measurements, and around 2% between observers. Of course, intra-observer error on non-calibrated objects should be considered separately from device precision, since it is an additional source of noise.

Thus, it appears that, compared to standard allowable errors in anthropometry, surface models replicate anthropological (hard tissue) objects with sufficient precision, but that the human operator remains the biggest source of error when it comes to extracting linear measurements or Cartesian coordinates. Machine-dependent and human error (precision) are subject to object scale (the bigger the object the bigger the absolute error), and measurement type (curvature maxima vs. tissue intersections). The precise location of tissue intersections depends more on resolution than do curvature maxima. The potential impact of measurement error on biological interpretations remains to be investigated thoroughly (cf. Simonis-Sueur et al., 2009).

Many surface scanners are portable, making them very useful for a variety of environments, and responding to a frequent necessity in paleoanthropological research: working in multiple locations. Portability also allows surface scanning to be used outdoors, e.g. in excavation sites, caves etc. (but see lighting requirements above). A collections manager, on the other hand, with the need to archive all or parts of a collection will not be concerned with, nor will he/she benefit from portability. Non-portable devices generally benefit from a more stable setup, which improves accuracy and precision. As Bathow et al. (2010) demonstrate, fixed installations that align views through a coordinate-measuring machine, yield the most accurate models. This solution, however, is not suitable for many paleoanthropologists. Similarly, rotary tables improve automation, but generally do so by significantly reducing portability. Some systems with a rotary platform are still transportable. Finally, a new generation of fixed systems, composed of multiple cameras (‘multi-camera, multi-projector domes’), offers much faster acquisitions and alleviate self-occlusion issues, again at the expense of portability (Weinmann et al., 2011).

Acquisition speed of triangulation-based scanners can range from less than one second to around one minute for a single pass. Speed has an incidence on the suitability of scanners for a given object. It also impacts long-term economics of data acquisition. In general, laser scanners need more time, because the laser line has to travel across the entire FOV. Structured light scanners, on the other hand, project their patterns simultaneously onto the entire FOV, which

---

**Tab. 1 - Schematic summary of current surface scanner capabilities**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>SCANNERS</th>
<th>RESOLUTION (MM)</th>
<th>FOV (MM)</th>
<th>PRICE RANGE (EUROS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-cost</td>
<td>david-laserscanner, nextengine</td>
<td>0.06-0.8**</td>
<td>160-500</td>
<td>&lt;5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-range</td>
<td>Breuckmann smartscan, handyscan uniscan, Polhemus fast-scan</td>
<td>0.06-0.3</td>
<td>75-680</td>
<td>20-50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-end</td>
<td>Breuckmann stereoscan, Gom, Minolta range 7</td>
<td>0.02-0.6</td>
<td>46-1500</td>
<td>&gt;50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*resolution depending on specific FOV and CCD (see text for further information), price ranges reflect information gathered in the author’s location in 2011.
**For david-laserscanner, this may depend on the user’s choice of a web-cam.
can be considerably faster. However, if phase-shift technology is added, the projection time becomes longer.

Living objects require very fast acquisition, to avoid noise from sudden movement. For instance, face scanners typically complete acquisitions in a few seconds or less. For this type of application multiple views with movement in between should generally be avoided, by using either multiple camera systems (e.g. Breuckmann) or systems that perform a full rotation (360 degrees) around the object (e.g. Cyberware). Certain designs can achieve higher acquisition speeds only at reduced resolution. A full-scale test scan is the only way to reasonably estimate the time required to complete a given scan project.

Cost considerations are an important part of acquiring a 3D scanner, but rather volatile, so that discussing them thoroughly within the scope of this review is unrealistic. Still, a quick and informal survey of available models in 2011 (Tab. 1) does confront the potential buyer with an apparent conundrum: the price range extends over three orders of magnitude (roughly $200 to $200,000), and is not very well correlated with resolution, the second most looked at specification. Owners of a web cam and a laser can even perform scans with a free software (david-laser-scanner), though they are in this case restricted to low resolution. It should be clear from the previous section that, while pixel size is one limiting parameter for system performance, it does not drive cost as much as does the quality of the optics and the software that operates the scanner and performs basic processing. User-friendliness, while entirely in the eye of the beholder, also tends to increase with system cost.

Costs are subject to constant market evolution and technological development. While typical retail prices are significantly below those of medical/industrial CT scanners, the high-end market segment makes the notion that surface scanners are more affordable quite relative (see Tab. 1). Significant additional costs can incur with the purchase of a 3rd party software license for post-processing.

Why use a surface scanner...

...when medical and industrial CT scanning is becoming more and more ubiquitous? This frequently asked question is in my view misleading in that it construes a polarity that hides an obvious truism: rather than considering the two technologies as alternatives, they should be seen as complementary means of archiving and measuring samples. Clearly their strengths and weaknesses are complementary:

Volume-scanners based on x-rays or synchrotron radiation provide:
- Internal structures, but no texture
- A high degree of automated acquisition, but also a high amount post-processing
- Resolution down to nanoscale

Surface scanners provide:
- Non-destructive/ non-invasive measurements
- Rapid generation of dense point clouds and polygon meshes (low post-processing)
- Texture (not applicable to all models), but no internal structures
- High degree of mobility
- High to very high resolution
- Affordability

As pointed out elsewhere (Friess, 2010a), if external morphology/morphometrics is the sole goal, CT scanning may not be the most efficient way of achieving it. For instance, in the case of a hominin fossil this requires finding a local facility (unless the fossil-housing institution owns a CT scanner), transporting the fossil to the facility and back, and time-consuming post-processing (HMH protocol, cf. Spoor et al., 1993) of each slice. If aDNA extraction is anticipated down the road, exposure to ionizing radiation may be seen as taking an unknown risk.

More recent volume-scanning technologies based on terahertz radiation (Öhrström et al., 2010; Fukanaga et al., 2011) or infrared images (Gopinath et al., 2005) may eventually offer alternatives to x-rays, at least in cases where ionizing radiation is to be avoided (living subjects, preservation of aDNA).
Adverse effects of ionizing radiation on dead tissue are, at best, unknown (Rühli et al., 2007; Kullmer, 2008; Öhrström et al., 2010), but preliminary investigations of such effects on bones and teeth have raised some concern (Grieshaber et al., 2008; Horton et al., 2010). Among the effects observed in these studies were increased fragmentation of DNA sequences and long-term discoloration of dental tissue. Fragmentation renders amplification of aDNA more difficult, but to which extent this can further degrade already fragmented hominin material is unclear (O’Rourke et al., 2000, Grieshaber et al., 2008). Recommendations for invasive sampling in paleoanthropology warrant “photography, high-resolution molding and/or microCT” prior to any destructive investigation, “if proven risk-free” (Hublin et al. 2008, p.757). If radiation were to reduce the amount of amplifiable aDNA, then CT-scanning would not qualify as preventive measure, and should be avoided prior to DNA-extraction. Rather, DNA-extraction should be attempted before exposure to x-rays, as suggested by Grieshaber et al. (2008). In this sense, guidelines issued by the National Museums of Kenya (Mbua, 2011), are more proactive, since they favor photographing and physical casting before any destructive sampling (including DNA extraction). Therefore, pending further studies, curators might consider CT scanning as potentially destructive and consider surface scanning a safer alternative and include it in their invasive sampling protocols.

Applications

Current use of surface scan data in physical and specifically paleoanthropology mainly reflect their potential for archiving and morphometrics, rather than for visualizing previously invisible features. The latter is more likely to be gained from very high resolutions and/or ionizing radiation through microCT and synchrotron techniques. The range of resolutions commonly used in surface scanning makes this technology more suitable for measuring external macromorphology, possibly with improved precision (but see Baab et al., 2003). Here, the most obvious advantages stem from the ability to measure dimensions/features that are inaccessible by conventional measuring tools (calipers etc.), and to do so in a virtual environment.

The prospect of measuring without contact is beneficial to the preservation of fragile specimens, and is possible even when the actual specimen is not at hand. This is a direct result of the archiving nature of surface scanning, which makes it possible to easily extract additional measurements without having to re-access the actual specimen/object. Digital archiving also plays an increasing role in cultural heritage programs, by providing a permanent record of unique or fragile objects (Bruner & Manzi, 2006; Rüther et al., 2009). Archaeologists use 3D imaging technologies for documenting excavation sites and even entire monuments the size of the Egyptian pyramids (Neubauer et al., 2005). An example of surface scanning as a means of documenting and preventing degradation of archaeological objects is the digital survey of the Easter Island Moai (Kersten et al., 2009). Other examples demonstrate successful applications of surface scanning to lithics, ceramics, and even textiles (Lin et al., 2008; Sumner & Riddle, 2008 and further references therein).

In anthropology, surface scanning becomes a primary tool for constituting virtual databases, such as CAESAR, PRIMO, NESPOS and others (Reddy et al., 2002; Kullmer, 2008; Delson et al., 2002, 2011). Similar efforts to build digital archives have been undertaken by means of CT scanning at the Universities of Vienna, Pennsylvania (cf. Weber, 2001; Schoenemann et al., 2008), and Kyoto. Surface data are being used for scientific visualization and educational purposes (Allen et al., 2003; Cerney et al., 2003; Wiley et al., 2005; Godil & Ressler, 2006; Li et al., 2008; Yin et al., 2009), as well as for web-based knowledge transfer (Potts et al., 2011).

The increasing number of institutions equipped with surface scanners and databases that are being constituted, whether publicly or not, inevitably raises the question of data sharing. The historical vagaries in accessing paleoanthropological specimens have been comprehensively discussed in a number of contributions (e.g. Weber, 2001; Tattersall & Schwartz, 2002; Mafart, 2008).
Snow et al. (2006) stress similar issues pertaining to archaeological data. 3D imaging technology, at least in theory, could play a key role in overcoming resistance, by tremendously facilitating shared access, and by minimizing direct contact (Weber, 2001; Delson et al., 2007). Whether these are major reasons to now share (more) what was previously not shared (as much), remains debatable (Bruner, 2009). More than a decade after Weber’s call for Glasnost in paleoanthropology (2001), existing data repositories are not even close to containing the “nearly complete fossil record” he had hoped for. While this may be in part due to their recent debut, questions of primacy and property, raised in several papers (Weber, 2001; Tattersall & Schwartz, 2002; Mafart, 2008), have been extended from the actual specimen to its virtual copy, thus clearly perpetuating the reluctance to open access (Bruner & Manzi, 2006). In fact, several authors (Delson et al., 2007; Mafart, 2008; Sumner & Riddle, 2009) do accept or advocate some level of control over access, which underlines disagreement or at least unsolved issues about Glasnost in paleoanthropology. A novel concept to manage access to digital data, by means of licensing, has been proposed by Sumner & Riddle (2009). Another important incentive for researchers to share digital data may be to make them citable publications, as discussed at the Wenner-Gren workshop on databases and data access in paleoanthropology (Delson et al., 2007). Until an agreeable concept for sharing exists, that is until paleoanthropology has rid itself of one of its “original sins” (Bruner, 2009), 3D data remain a theoretical cornerstone of shared digital archives and virtual anthropology, but fall short of their potential (Sumner & Riddle, 2009).

When it comes to using scan data quantitatively, two basic approaches can be distinguished:

- Standard landmark-based morphometric studies
- Advanced morphometrics based on new dimensions previously inaccessible (e.g. volumes, areas, surfaces and curvatures)

Conceptually, the first approach attempts to replicate traditional anthropometry, with the added benefits of non-contact and ease of repeat access/databasing mentioned above, while the latter focuses on gaining new types of data. Both are reasonable ways of putting surface scans to anthropological use, and the fact that it allows actually both to be pursued fairly easily is a frequent motivation to choosing surface scanning for data acquisition.

As stressed above, non-contact and repeat access are major arguments in favor of using surface scans, rather than 3D digitizers (e.g. Microscribe®), for landmark-based morphometrics (but see Tocheri, 2009). While most surface scanners are somewhat less portable and more expensive than a Microscribe®, there are noticeable exceptions (e.g. Nextengine®, david-laser-scanner®). Coordinate digitizers do have at least
one short-term advantage: acquiring “just” landmark data is faster, as it would be relatively inefficient to use a surface scanner if standard landmarks are all one wants. This must be weighted against medium- to long-term benefits of having a digital copy of all specimens, which allows to add data in a follow-up, or to engage in entirely new studies by multiple researchers without having to return to wherever specimens are housed. When living subjects are measured, the permanent record of a 3D scan is extremely valuable in that it offers unlimited access to the subject’s virtual representation and a long-term record of physical traits at a given point in time (for ontogeny studies, see Kau & Richmond, 2008).

Among the early adopters of surface scanning were ergonomists (applied anthropometry) and surgeons (Linney et al., 1989; Kohn et al., 1995; Rioux, 1997; Jones & Rioux, 1997). In fact, the potential for generating large 3D data bases and extracting quantitative data was recognized already in the late 80s/early 90s, when available technologies were mainly variants of photogrammetry, not yet transposed to fully digital optical systems (Rioux 1997; Linney et al., 1997). Examples of such early anthropometric data bases can be found in Vannier et al. (1991) and Linney et al. (1992).

Medical applications, especially maxillo-facial and plastic surgery, are numerous and beyond the scope of this paper. Some early examples are Hiritz et al. (1986) and Linney et al. (1989). The current use of surface scanning in surgical context is discussed by Hoffmann et al. (2005).

Historically speaking, strictly paleoanthropological applications appear late, and until now remain limited in number, especially when compared to CT-scanning. Aiello et al. (1998) are the first to recognize the benefit of surface scanning for the study of fossil hominins. The authors compare the articular surface geometry of two elements (tibia and fibula of OH 35) to assess the question of their congruence. This is achieved quantitatively through the extraction and analysis of 2D cross section curves. Interestingly, they scanned casts rather than the original hominin remains, whereas the non-contact nature and portability of surface scanning make it particularly suitable for measuring original specimens. It illustrates the potential gain of quantitative data that are difficult if not impossible to obtain otherwise.

Among the many data contained in surface scans and not measureable with traditional tools are surface areas and volumes. Examples of such measurements and their use in paleoanthropology are studies by Friess et al. (2002), Kullmer et al. (2003), Friess (2009), Raichlen et al. (2010), and Sholts et al. (2010b).

Analyses based on conventional landmarks from 3D surface scans have been performed in a number of studies on topics ranging from general anthropometry (Robinette & Daanen, 2005; Park et al., 2006), to sexual dimorphism (Hennessy et al., 2005; Friess, 2006), to facial reconstruction and identification (Claes et al., 2006, 2010; Lynnerup et al., 2009; Kustár et al., in press). Several studies attempted automatic identification and extraction of standard landmarks (Pargas et al., 1997; Lewark, 1998; Kohn et al., 2005; De Menezes, 2010; Romero, 2010), with variable outcome.

Curve extraction and analysis (Fig. 6) is another approach to quantifying geometry in a
way that is impossible with calipers (Delson et al., 2002; Friess et al., 2004; Hsiao et al., 2009; Sholts et al., 2010a). The idea here is to virtually digitize a 2D or 3D curve along the surface of an object and to use the coordinates for various shape analytical comparisons, in these cases based on elliptic Fourier descriptors (Kuhl & Giardina, 1982). While 2D curves can be obtained easily by photographs, drawings etc, Sholts et al. (2010a) illustrate the possibility to extract curves in constructed planes, as they are typically available only in 3D modeling software.

Tocheri et al. (2002) extract mean curvature values from human pubic symphyses in an attempt to use if for age determination of adult skeletons according to the Brooks-Suchey method (Brooks & Suchey, 1990).

A number of studies have focused on teeth and tooth wear, despite technical limitations of surface scanners with respect to dental material. In all these studies, this limitation is circumvented by scanning casts rather than the actual teeth. Ungar & Williamson (2000) and Ungar & M’Kirera (2003) extract quantitative variables, such as surface area, slope and angularity, from great ape molars in order to relate patterns of tooth wear with dietary profiles. Benazzi et al. (2011a) use a combination of microCT and surface scan data on hominin teeth and casts to measure a set of linear dimensions (diagonals, diameters). They argue that these dimensions, when taken with calipers, are subject to personal judgment, and claim that their virtual protocol results in higher reproducibility.

Among the less traditional uses of surface data are a series of dental studies referred to as occlusal fingerprinting (Ulhaas et al., 2004; Kullmer et al., 2009; Fiorenza et al., 2009, 2010, 2011a,b,c; Benazzi et al., 2011b). This approach is based on identifying wear facets on occlusal surfaces, fitting surfaces to them and computing angles between these surfaces.

**Fig. 8 - Generalized Procrustes Analysis of surface semi-landmarks and surface warping along axes of interest (see Friess, 2010a). Scatterplot of a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) showing Homo sapiens (H.s.) on one end of PC1, versus Homo heidelbergensis (H.h.), Homo rhodesiensis (H.r.), Homo erectus (H.e.), and Homo neanderthalensis (H.n.), separated along PC2. A surface model derived from a 3D scanner is warped along these principal components to visualize 3D shape differences between these hominin groups.**
A similar methodology is applied by Tocheri et al. (2011) to gorilla metatarsals. By segmenting articular and non-articular surfaces, and by fitting surfaces to the segmented areas, they are able to determine angles between surfaces in addition to relative surface areas and curvature. These metrics are then compared in relation to functional aspects of locomotion. Previously, Tocheri (2007) and Tocheri et al. (2003) have pioneered this approach on a relatively large sample of hominin hand bones and successfully applied it to the case of *H. floresiensis* (Tocheri et al., 2007).

A major advantage, and thus motivation for surface scan data is the relatively rapid access to entire surfaces, which cannot be captured by means of traditional anthropometry. While Gunz et al. (2005) use a Microscribe® to digitize the entire neurocranial surface, this device is probably more efficient at a smaller scale, such as the infra-orbital region (e.g. Maddux & Franciscus, 2008). Even most studies involving 3D meshes do not actually use the full data set contained in a surface scan, but rather focus on a subset (standard landmarks), or on a well-defined set of linear or angular dimensions. Several research papers have emerged that attempt to exploit the density of point clouds derived from surface scans, and thus quantify variation of the surfaces themselves. Harcourt-Smith et al. (2008) and Friess (2010a, b) use NURBS surfaces to define quadrilateral patches of equidistant points on surfaces (Fig. 7). These points are treated as semi-landmarks and subjected to geometric morphometric analyses (Mitteroecker et al., 2005; Alcantara et al., 2007), which allows for a visual depiction of variability across the entire surface (Fig. 8). A similar approach to the quantitative analysis of entire surfaces is applied by Berar et al. (2006) in order to improve facial reconstruction from cranial remains, while Claes et al. (2011) compute Euclidean distances between very dense point clouds to assess facial asymmetry. As noted previously, shape statistics like these can be obtained from any surface, whether they are based on CT- or surface scans, though not necessarily with the same efficiency.

**Concluding remarks**

The ascension of virtual anthropology generates advanced analytical tools and allows exciting new insights into human variation. Surface scanning constitutes a rapid, relatively affordable means to contribute in this area, and it provides tremendous benefits for conservation and cultural heritage programs. Metric databases have long been an important part of anthropology (Menk, 1979), but by design constitute a selection of measurable features. Virtual copies of entire specimens will lift these restrictions almost completely. Ongoing scan projects will dramatically increase the size of existing 3D databases/archives, which, when and if openly accessible, will further transform the way paleoanthropological research is conducted. Traditional approaches to morphology can be more or less directly transposed into a virtual environment, and probably should be for fossil specimens, which are heavily solicited and in some cases bear the traces of a century of caliper-based anthropometry. Future PhD students may not go through the “rite de passage” that is the manipulating of a key fossil for the first time, though several authors have expressed regret at this outlook (Elton & Cardini, 2008; Sumner & Riddle, 2009). On the plus side, they may not have to write as many travel grants anymore, provided current issues in data sharing are solved. Osteology classes will likely continue to make use of real specimens, invasive sampling for aDNA extraction, isotope analysis or chronometric dating must continue to do so (but see Bolnick et al., 2012). The greatest analytical potential of surface scans, in my view, does not lie in virtually replicating what can be easily, more rapidly and cheaper accomplished on a large sample of actual specimens, but in the assessment of dimensions and/or specimens that are not accessible otherwise, be it for functional morphology or phylogenetic analysis. Serious limitations to scanning are largely a matter of technological improvements concerning resolution, multiple camera-use, and different light sources for specific surfaces (e.g. teeth). Whether anthropologists will successfully exploit this potential, or fall back to “just” accumulating (and keeping) data, remains to be seen.
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